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the flats closely adjoining them. Subsequently, the bench gravels situated in the same valleys, and the side ravines and gulches, which remained dry during most of the year, were prospected and worked, owing to the rapid growth of the mining population and to the fact that the exhaustion of the shallow placers was already beginning to make itself felt. The result was that the exposed edges of the outcrop of some of the deep leads were found, .and the pay-dirt followed into the hill-side by drifting. Then, as in many cases it was found that the gravels overlying the pay-dirt on hill-sides, although poor by comparison with the earth below them, nevertheless contained a small quantity of gold, the idea was evolved of breaking down the whole bank by jets of water, and passing all the material through the sluices. Hence arose the practices of drift and hydraulic mining,1 of which the former is largely used in California, while the latter was much used in California prior to 1884 and in New Zealand and throughout the Western States of America, but cannot be applied in Australia or Siberia owing to the general flatness of the country. In Siberia, only shallow placer deposits are worked. In Australia, the deep leads are usually reached by shafts, since the surface of the country is not intersected by deep canons, as in Western America. Drift 2 and shaft mining of deep leads will not be further referred to in this volume, attention being confined to the treatment of the gravel after it has been raised to the sin-face. In hydraulic mining, the breaking down of the .gravel is so intimately connected with the extraction of the gold that a short •description of the whole process is given.
Hydraulic Mining.—This method of working consists, as has been already stated, in breaking down banks of gravel by the impact of powerful jets of water, and passing the disintegrated material through a line of sluices, without the agency of hand labour. The chief requisites for the successful .application of hydraulic mining are—
1.   Large quantities of auriferous gravel, not less than 30 feet in thickness, and not overlaid by any appreciable thickness of barren material, which would necessarily be passed through the sluices with the pay-dirt.    The gravel treated need not be rich, a mean yield of less than 1 grain of gold per cubic yard being often enough to furnish profits if the operations are on .a sufficiently large scale.
2.   A plentiful and uninterrupted supply of water throughout considerable portions of the year
3.   Sufficient fall in the ground so that (a) the water may be delivered under the pressure of a head of from 100 to 300 feet, (b) the tailings can be easily carried away to a large dumping ground, which is most conveniently, either the sea or a large and rapid river.
Commencement of Operations.—In California, the naturally occurring banks or cliffs in the gravels in the sides of the gulches were first selected for attack. Later, some of the deposits occurring in those channels which .are not intersected at favourable points by the present system of drainage were operated on. It is necessary in such cases to run a tunnel from the nearest canon in the bed-rock to the lowest point in the gravel, this point
irrhe invention of hydraulic mining is ascribed to Edward Mattison, of Sterling, Connecticut, who used the method in 1852 on a small scale. For all details in connection with the industry, see Hydraulic Mining in. California, by A. J. Bowie, New York, 1885. This has been largely used in drawing up the summary which follows.
2 A detailed description of Drift Mining is given by Russell L. Dunn in Eighth Repor €al State Mineralogist, 1888, p. 736.

